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This Report was selected in order to highlight some important issues
in 'postsecondary. education. The views expressed, however, do not
necessarily represent those of the Fund for the Improvement of, Post-
secondary Education, or the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.



FOREWORD

TheThe Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education was established in 1972 "to improve
postsecondary education." This mission is executed primirily through awarding grants to colleges,
universities, and other institutions and agencies to carry out a variety of reforms and, improvement
activities. The Fund's guidelines describe general problem areas common to wide segments of post-
secondary education. Applicants compete for.littlited resources distributed in modest grants which
typically do not exceed two years duration. Proposals are evaluated for significa'nce of the problem
addressed and the appropriateness of the proposed solution. In this way the Fund seeks to be
responsive to the diversity of institutional initiatives. Consistent with its seed money capabilities, the

Fund encourages Cost-effective initiatives that are likely to become both self-supporting and adapta:
ble to other locations and situations.

The demonstrated successes of many of these projects deserve to be known by a wide audience.
Public and private policy-makers,.administrators, faculty members, and all.concerned with improved
educational, practice, should have access to these findings. The need for a better understanding of
the total array of educational possibilities is especially pressing. The postsecondary student popula-
tion is changing in size, age, and needs, while public and private financial resources to meet those

. needs are increasingly constrained. The Fund accepts as basic to its mission a responsibility to
communicate and share, as widely as possible, its own understanding of successful educational im-
provements. In order to share this information, the Fund has initiated two series of reports which' will
communicate the outcomes of the Fund's programs.

REPORTS FROM THE FIELD, (like the_one that follows), are derived from reports submitted to
the Fund by its grantees. In these documents, individual prolect directors describe feature of .
their projects which may have significant implications for wider use.

REPORTS FROM THE FUND are written by Fundstaff. These reports describe groups of projects
ewhich have a common theme or address a common problem. Theprojects are exaMined, and

comparisons are made in order to draw some general lessons from their experiences.These lesSons,
will, we hope, have broad applications in postsecondary education. .

- Titles and copies of both series of reports may be obtained from:

The Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Edycation
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W. ,
Room 3123, FQB-6
Washington, D.C. 20202
Telephone: (202) 245-8091
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We, at the Fund; hope that these reports will be useful to those engaged in the task of providing' ,,.%*
effective postsecondary educational opportunities fol.- all. 'f

t.
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. .

(Rev.) Ernest Bartell, c,s.c...
Director
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I
In Juneof 1975,thefun.dmade grant awards to11 postsecondary institutions under a special

prOgram entitled NATIONAL PROJECT, Elevating the Importance of,Teaching. These
institutions were seletted to take part in the project on the basis'of the quality of their programs for \
elevating the importanced teaching. Among the 11 Associate Institutioes receiving awards was the
State University C.filiege of New'York at Oswego; more specifically., the Department of Psychology
had developed a creative and unique means of contracting.,with its faculty for the allocation of
responsibilities. The 'chairrnan'of the department, -David King, was Oswego's representative for
NATIONAL PROJECT

, .

Durin iscus 's among the Associate Institution representatives regarding the various
activitie hich have i act on elevating the iniportance of teaching, the sub.:. of collectiveAberg ng emerged. In pa o address the issae of the impact of collective,. . ing on faculti,
de lopment,. David King Pre ared a short working paper, o aid in the grou . is Understanding
a d discussion, of the subje \

Professor King's paper has been se as a Report from the Field because collective
bargaining has implicatio s that reach .f than faculty development alone. A b tter .

understanding of its proces es and critic Rs isimportant for all who are co erned with
imprOving postsecondary edu.stion.

rthe
feat

Professor King, now*Dean of ,f Arts and Sciehces at Oregon State University, has
provided a useful step-by-step guide through the collective bargaining process and has-maried off
thecritical decision points along the way. His paper will help those of us'whp are new to the subject,
to consider the potential use and abuse of collective bat-gaining more thoughtfully and more

fir,
-\*

.

Justice
Program Officer
Fund for the)mprovement of

Postsecondary Education
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Only a few years ago the drive for collective bargaining in higher education was met on mostcampuses.with an attitude of "It can't happen here." Now, the attitude seems to have shifted to`a fear or a hope of "how seon' collective bargaining will be endiNsed by college faculties. The
Purpose of this paper is to trace some of the critical choice the development of collective
bargaining in institutions of higher education._

A deceptively simple question to start with might be, just how wide-spread is collective bargain -1ing in highereducation? According to Garbarino,1 in 1975 there were 394 institutions representing
101,800 faculty members covered bycollective bargaining contracts. While this is obviously a smallportion of the nearly 3,000 postsecondary institutions, a finer analysis of these institutions shows thatthe vast majority of them are public. The public-private distinction is important not only in terms_of
the varying likelihood of faculty unionization, but also because of the different legal basis for
unionization of the two cases. Private institutions may be unionized under the legal umbrella of the
National Labor Relations Act. Public institutions must, for all practical purposes, await the passage

Q. of state legislation (termed enabling legislation] before collective bargaining can occur.2 Nearly half
of the states haVe passed such legislation, but many have not. Thus, any attempt to express the
extent or to trace-the rate of growth of collective bargaining in higher education must be incomplete
because of the lac enabling legislation in may.states. Regardless of the quantitative details,
most critics agree that the presencepf collectiVe bargaining in higher education is a powerful forcewhich must be examined.

c
While the legal authority for collectivpglargaining in higher education different for Public andpri to irMitutions, in practice the procedures and results are very similar Because of this similar-it nd because c ctive bargaining is so mud; more prevalent in the p lic sector, this paper willollow the develo ienf of such bargaining in publicinstitutions,_

ENABLING LEG SLATION.

Collectivebargairiing by public employees is young, The first such law was passed in 1959 bythe State of Wisconsin. By.January 1977, 24'states had passed.some form of enabling legislation
covering higher education. To be considered here; is a number of larger critical issues involved incollective bargaining.

c

The enabling legiSlatioo that states pass to authorize collective bargaininerights,by publicemployees may vary in breadth or scope in at least two significant wayS. Such legislation-may apply
. to all or most public employees in a state. In contrast to the broad legislation, some states may draft aspecitic bill addressed to higher education alone (Wisconsin's proposed model is an example). Itwould seem reasonabLethat the more specifically the enabling legisltion is directed toward higher

, education:the more sensitive it would bet() the peCuliar problems and needs at that level. On the
. other hand, some feel that any special form of legislation for higher educatioh will only hamper thebargaining process..

4.



A

Of far greater importance to the bargaining process is the specificity of items written into the
law. Nearly all enabling laws contain theclassic phrase "hours, wages and other terms and
conditions of employment." Beyond that, however, legislation may vary from-including few topical
restrictions to the inclusion of many/One way to describe specificity is to focus on what is referred to

as "mandatory,-permissible, or prohibited" subjects for collective bargaining. If a topic is a manda-

tory item under the enabling legislation, then either side (union or management) may have the topic
included in the negotiation of a contract. This does not, of course, mean that the topicwill necessarily

appear in the final contract. In order for it to appear, the two parties will haveto agree on the
substance and the relativepriority of the topic for both parties. The point is;mandatory items must .
be discussed and seriously 'negotiated. Permissible items or topics, on the other hand, are

bargaiqlable items only if both parties agree to their inclusion. Again, inclusion as itopic for bargain-
ing does not mean that the item will emerge from the process as an element in the

contract. Prohibited items means just that. No matter what the wishes are of either or both part*,
prohibited items are not subject to negotiation. Within thisframework, most collective bargaining
enabling legislation contains not only the traditional phrase of "hours, wages, termsand conditions
of employment" but also a number of-specific issues vybicb may be listed as mandatory, permissible,

or prohibited subjects for bargaining. These coinsidert' ions may be designated as enabling legisla-
tion of average breadth. Broad-scale enabling legislation contains the usual general terms but adds

a few restrictions or prohibitions of topics subject to collective bargaining. This does not necessarily

mean that all topics would-then be mandatory items. At the other end of the scale is legislation that
presents the general terms (and little else) but then adds the phrase "anything not specifically
mentioned is Prohibited from the collective bargaining process." This is clearly a vary narrowly
drawn law. While there is some agreement from state to state, it is entirely possible for the same

item to be mandatory in some states but prohibited in others. For example, pension and retirement
terms are prohibited topics in Hawaii, Minnesota, New Jersey, and New York but mandatory topics

in Kansas,Nichigan, and Oregon.

, It is the nearly unanimous position of all potential bargaining agents that legislation should be
drawn on as broad a basis as possible. On the other hand; many legislitors and university adminis-
trators feel the need for some topical prohibitions and other restrictions (such as making some areas
non-mandatory).'lt is regrettable that most faculty members have little or. no knowledge of th1re-
vailing state enabling legislation when they prepare for a collective bargaining vote. In fairness, it
must'be added that many administrators also have either not known the content of enabling
legislation or have been too timid to point them out to their faculties. This lack of rriformation about
the nature and importance of enabling legislation is regrettable in view of the great importance it
plays throughout the entire collective bargaining process. Collective bargaining is sometimes
pictured as a sequence of eventsllowing over time (unit determination, election, negotiations,
contract administration, etc.). This collective bargaining flow is throul-Ff a sea of enabling legislation
which shapes and forms the process. Clearly, enabling legislatidn is the single most important aspect
of the bargaining process that determines the nature of colltictive bargaining.

It is most difficult to generalize on the content of enabling legislation in the various states.
Nearly all such legislation contains the phrase '(hours, wages and other terms and conditions of ,
employment." Other important items that appear frequently in the bargaining process are articles
related to anagency or union shop, strike provisions, conflict resolution mechanisms, and what
group will represent the management bargaining agent. There may or may not be specific language
in the enabling legislation describing its relationship to to state education law. Since there is
'frequent contradiction between the authority granted to boards of trustees under the state education
law and the locus of decision making under collective bargaining legislation, a number of spokes- .

persons feel .that the relationship between the two lawS should be specified.
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Special pote should be taken of a number of items which may be written into enabling legiSlation
that have a very strong though indirect effect on the quality of instrtction. Some specific items are:
class size, changes in class siie, school calendar, retrenchment, distribution of resources, organiza-
tion, policy regarding evaluation of faculty, program content and services, academic freedom, and
faculty development. -...

t . . , 1.

FACULTY UNIONIZATION

No one knows the causes of faculty unionization( The best that can be undertaken is to look at
some of the correlates of unionization and try to make some cautious inferences. Garbarino4 has
do just this. He lists such correlates as a'change in the size of the institution. .During the 1960's,
th,ze of institutions increased markedly. Another factor associated with unionization is a change
in structure. 'Here the concern is with the development of various systems that have broughcigether
a number of campuses into some larger administrative unit. The State Uni4rsity of New York is a .

prime example of such a system. A change in function is still another correlate of unionization. A
change in function might involve, for example, a community college's expansion to a four-year
institution orka state teacher'6 college's shift to a multi purpose liberal arts institution. In each of
these three changes it seems likely that many individual faculty members will feel a loss of control or'

- decrease irlauthority. With increases in size, one person's influence is necessarily diluted. Changes;
structure involve the removal o 'a number of.decision-making.function from the individual

campus to a central admini?tra change of this nature is likely to result in a feeling that there
has been a losS of control or atit the faculty. A change in functiorimay be brought abOut by
the employment of a rtumber of n embers who have not had experience as instructors in
community colleges or teacher's co = , s the case may be. The shift of emphasis or focus care
easily result in feelings of loss of prestige by those faculty members whose interests are no longer
central to the mis#n of the institution. Certainly, it is clear that these three types of changes oCcur
with far greater rate and frequency at public rather th'arl at private higher educational institutions.

Since the importance of enabling legislation has already beendiscussed it will not.be me toned
.again in the present Connection. Other changes which have appeared to influencethe prob ity of

unionization concern the renewed emphasis on accountability and the more permissive le al
authorization for collective bargaining in higher education. The.emphais on accountability is
reflected in the pressure. by boards of trustees, legislatures, executive budget offices, and studepits
to ensure that an institution of highereducation is, at least in some way, doing what it.is supposed to
do. In part, this is reflected in the current popularity of such areas as faculty and program evaluation.
To hold someone accountable, however, must involve some consequence if the individual is found
delinquent in meeting his/her responsibilities. For many faculty members, this is seen as a hidden
attack on the tenure system. While tenure was originally established to protect academic freedom, it .

has come to play a very important role intemployment security. Collective bargaining is one response
to the demand for accountability.

UNIT-DETERMINATION

Unit-determination refers to the composition or nature o,f the group of employees forming tlfe
bargaining knit. In a college oruniversity it is the faculty (i.e., those holding acadernankand.not
serving in administrative positions) that will form the bargaining unit, although in reality it is far
from being that simple. One basic choice to be made is whether or not to have a guild union (made up
of teachinglaculty) or a comprehensive union (teaching faculty; librarians, admissions officers,
counselors, and other nondeaching professionals). There are certain advantages and disadvantages
to either appro One obvious advantage, from a union perspective, is that in the comprehensive
union there is creasecfmernbershih{reflected in increased resources) and the opportunity to mold



the interests of assorted groups that might otherwie be in competition with ope another. A -,
disadvantage, again from aunion perspective:is that many of the high priorlly concerns of the con
stituencies of the comprehensive unit are, in fact, incompatible with one another. Even when a guild
approach is attempted, unit determination is not simple. Some faculties (medical and law schoolS in ;
particular) may request to be excluded froth the unit or to'have their own.separate unit. Considering
all of the complex issues which may be involved in collective bargaining (and only a few were 4isted
in the section on enabling legislation), unit determination is an important decision-point influencing
the nature of bargaining. From the viewpoint of management, it is perhaps'safe to generalize that
they prefer the more Comprehensive unit type of determination. First, the more corrOrehensiv'e tl
unit, the smallerthe number of individual negotiations in which they will have to take part. Second, a
comprehensive unit determination avoids the whipsawing tactics some unions employ. Finally, the
comprehensive unit forces the union to rank actording'to its priority the demands of competing
constituencies.

How the question of unit determination is resolved is another matter. There are three basic ways
in which a determination can be made. Two are rather'unusual. A unit determination rule may be
written into the enabling legislation, or under certain unusual circumstances, it may be specified by
the app, opriate university governing board. Far more frequently, unit determination is thejudgment
of a labor adminsitrative board. In this case, usually qne party, i.e., a given union, will approach the
state with a request for a unit.cletermination. The state and the union will each present a case to the
labor administrative board which makes the determination.5 If the state and the union are in agree:
ment, there is a reasonable chance that the labor board will grant their request: With a division
between the two parties, which is usual, neither should assume that the board will grant Completely
either request.

In the area of unit determination, some special problems have frequently been cited regarding
specific positions. The departmeFit chairperson is most often considered. Generally speaking, -
manaament has argued that chairpersons should not be part of the bargaining unit while unions. -1
have more frequently argued in the opposite direction. In public institutions, most unit determina-
tions have Placed the chairperson within the organizing unit (i.e., gmember of labor rather than
management). The reverse case might be made with respect to private institutions although in
neither group has the decision been clear-cut. In a way, the placement of the chairperson in either
group destroys the classic middleman role that the position has usually involved. If the chair is cast in
the management role, the occupant will find his/her responsibilities and rewards coming from other
administrative officers (rather than faculty -colleagues). This will in turn, further introduce the
managerial system at a department level. On the other hand, the inclusion of the chaii; as labor will,
in the long run, probably mean the appointment of sub-deans who will make the recommendations or,
decisions usually made by chairpersons.Irf some cases, assistant and associate.deans have also been
placed iP the bargaining unit. As the role of such positions is usually to aid and assist the dean in the
executia) of responsibilities, thj5 seems a strange ruling indeed.

Asfar as potential bargaining agents and management are concerned, there ha's been little con-
sistency in the arguments presented before the labor boards. With one exception, the question of
who should andwho should not be included in a bargaining unit seems to be argued in terms of local
circumstances prevailing at the ipoment. Put more bluntly, if unions think that chairpersons will be
opposed to collective bargaining, they will argue against their inclusion in the unit. This will not
prevent them, once unionization has occurred, from returning to the labor board with a request that

. chairpersons now be included. Manag ment appears to pjay the same game. The only consistent
exception is the American Assciciation f University Professors which has a long history of viewing,



chairpersons as part of the faculty. It should be unclerstood that similar analyses:No*1d be made of
other questionable unit members (admissions rieople, non-teaching prcifessionals, etc.)

SELECTING A BARGAINING AGENT

.'After theunit determination has been Made, the next logital step is an election.to seewhich, if
dny, of the potential bargaining agents-will represent the unit. The major alternatives al-e the
American ASsociation_of Univeofessors (A.A.U.P.), the National Education Association
(N.E.A.), the American Federation of Teachers (/X.F.T.), a local group such as a faculty senate, or,
finally, some coalition of the aboyet For an election to take'place, a potential bargaining agent must
demonstrate significant interest among those it proposes to represent, This is frequently defined as
30 percent of the potential-members. The demonstration of potential support is done by obtaining
signatUres of faculty on authorization cards. Another potential bargaining agent can gain a position
OR the ballot by collecting 10 percentof the signatures. Authorizatjbn cards should not be signed by
those concerbed just to have an election and get it over with If authorization cards are signed by over
50 percent Jthe potential bargaining unit, a labor board may simply declare that the bargaining .

agent will represent the unitwithout an election: In most instances there will be more than one
potential agent and an election of some sort will take place.

Let us tnake4somewhat unlikely assumption,.that there are three successful applicants
approved by the labor board on the ballot. The three major union groups (A.A.U.P., A.F.T., and the
N.E.A.) in all likelihood, make a variety of contributions to the local unit in an attempt to influence
tile outcome of the election. Contributions may involve the granting of funds and/orthe sending of
guests (sometimes called organizers) to the campus to aid in the election. The three competing
organizations will try to outdo each other in selling their strengths ancPpointing out their rivals'
weaknesses. The A.A.U.P: will emphasize its long historrolinvolvement with higher education and
excellent record of protection of academic freedom. Rival organizations will emphasi-ze that, until a
few years ago, the A.A.U.P. was opposed to collective bargaining in higher education. They will also
point out that in some instances potential members of the bargaining unit may not be permitted to be
members of the A.A.U.P. The A.F.T. will emphasize its ties witborganized labor and their
considerable knowledge and experience in, the collective bargaining arena. Otheeorganilation's will
emphasize the differences (real or not) between blue collar unions and an organization of
professionals for the purposes of collective bargainifig. The N.E.A. will probably emphasize its
relationship with the primary and secondary school teachers and their usually strong influence in ..

state legislatures. Rivals will emphasize theliossibiiity.tbat the problems of higher education will be
lost because bf the N.E.A.'s overall and numerically overwhelming' concern with lower education.

.Needless tosay, throughout the whole procedure each organization will be promising significant
salary increases, peotection of faulty rights, adjustment of salary inequities, satisfactory grievance
procedures, etc. Appeals to the f culties are made on both a rational and an 'emotional basis. On
occasion, some have expressed prise at the ease with.which faculty members -accept pie in the sky
promises from potential. agents.

What the administration is doing throughout this election process is a good question. In most
cases;6 an honest answer would probably be: "Not much." Perhaps things will change with 'a
greater awareness of administrative righfs aid privileges during the eleCtion process. Admini tra-

_tors (management) must not, of course, make any threats or insinuations regarding personnel
actions which might come aboutas a function of unionization. Apart from that, however,
administrators are free to present the effects of collective bargainingin their institution as they.see
It. Potential agent) are free to react to administrative presentations, and the unit mernbers are free to
evaluate both.
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After the electioneering is over, the.election
differs with the enabling legislaticin and labor boar

-A

elf takes place. The exact nature of the ballot
ecisions. Usually oncrof three options will be

available. There may be what is termed afr'ont end ballot in which the vote is simply between having
an agent and having no agent. If the majority of the voters favor a no agent vote, tan that is the end
of the election: If an agent wins a majority, them a series of elections follows until 'one agent wins a
majority of the votes.(usually by eliminating the age:nt withtthe lowest vote with each election). A
second option is a series of run-off elections between competing optionsone of which may be no
agent. For obvious reasons, unions usually prefer this form of election.' Finally, there maybea series
of-run-off elections between competing bargaining agents and then a terminal election between that::
agent and the no agent option. ti

while organizations do seem to differ somewhat in campaign style, no emphasis has been
placed on the consequences of which organization wins. An analysis of the contracts of the three
major organizaticinS suggests that they all behave in more or less the same way, once they.are elected

' (except for a local senate).
. .

After the elections are over, the agent'having a majority of the votes is certified as the
bargaining agent for the unit. This certification is clOne by. the State Labor Relations Beard.

NEGOTIATIONS OF A CONTRACT cso

Tile nature of negotiation. in collective bargaining is such that, usually*, all items which are to
appear in the final contract' re agreed upon by both pthies before a final agreement or a settlement
is reached. This point is important to remember because itiendsto force both parties to come to an
agreement by compromising on a number of issues.

Obviously,, iris the bargaining agent certified by the state labor board who does the negotiating
on behalf of the members of the.unit. The enabling legislation will probably have determined who
will bargain for the management. The bargaining teen usually has from five to fifteen members on
each side; although this will obviously vary with tlir size and complexity of the bargaining unit. 19
addition, there willrobably be a large number of jechnical specialists available to give back-up .

information tothe team members.

A number of simple misconceptions should be corrected regarding the process of negotiations irr
collective bargaining. perhaws mosNmportant of all, the process of collectiVe bargaining is not an
add-on process.'That into say, members of the bargaining unit do not automatically retain all of their
previous gains and negotiate only on those items to be added to their previous benefits. Depending
on the specifics of the enabling legislation, many terms and conditions of employment currently
enjoyed by members.of the unit ar subject to proposed:changes by management. This is not to say
that this will occur, but it should be clear that such negotiations are entirely in order. Like Wall
Street; collective bargaining ista two-way street. Another misconception is.that the process of
negotiation resembles a faculty meeting run by Robert's Rules of Order. Negotiation is a process of
give and take with most solutions arrived at-by compromise rather than by a series or resokitions
resolved by majority vote.,.Faculty members are not the only ones with misconceptions about nego-
tiations. Sortie campus administrators make the assumption that nothing can be done in negotiations
which might in any way decrease their authority.

I
The actual process of negotiation involves the presentation of information and the preparation of

.

a set of demands by the bargaining agent and counterproposals by rrprtagement, In recent times,
management, as well as labor, has been .presenting its own set of demands rather than reacting only
to the union's proposals. It is important to understand that, when formal proposals are being

6
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discussed, there is usually onlybne spokesman ort each side who makes formal proposals. All, of .

cciurge, mayspeak and askquestions of clarlfications, etc.:but good collective bargaining procedures
require a single formal spokesman. It is here at,the bargaining table that the fulteffectof enabling
legislation will be felt. The powerful influenc4f.t_hoSe "mandatory, permissible and prohibited".
specific-swill shape the'outcome of the agreeifkrilin no small way,. Much of the real movement in
collective bargaining negotiations takes place away from the table in informal conversations between '
Individuals on the two sides who are able to fee(out the limits of each other's peisition. This informal
aspect of negotiations depends very much on the ability of individuals to form a relationship based on
mutual trust and respect (but, of course, not on agreement on:specifics). Usually,there is_an
exchinge of several proposals and counterproposals with each set working toward some central
solution. At first, bargaining tends to be slow witboth sides taking. doctrinaire positions. Each side
tends to express shock and disbelief at the lack of understanding-of the needs and problems of the
other sicie. As time continues andthe deadline for. reaching a contract approaches, negotiations
become more serious and specific. At this point tFue negotiation is taking Place. There wiltbea.
series ciA

iefajoi5mises
on most articles. In some cases, there may be a number of high priority items

that are mportant to each side, 'and A trade-off may occur.

If the parties cannot agree between themselves, there is usually a number-di procedures
available to aid the process of negotiation. The most frequent procedures are. m ediation,Jact-finding,
or arbitration. In mediation, a third party acceptable to.both sides; enters the negotiation process to
aid the union and the state to reach an agreement. Fact-finding is a somewhat more formal
procedure where a third party again enters the' negotiations but does so through holdingtearings
and making non-binding recommendations for resolutions of the issues. Arbitration may be either
binding or non-binding In either case, an outside Party,-acceptable to both sides, enters the
negotiation process and makes a recommendation for the settlement of the outstanding differences.

If the two parties still are unable to come to an agreement or if the agreement reached is not
accepted by the two constituencies, a number of alternatives may follow. The classic weapon of labor,
is,41;re strike. A strike by public employees in higher education is legal in some states but not in
others. Some enabling legislation may require binding arbitration over those issues where the two
parties cannot agree.,In still othercaSes, there may be an imposed ,,ettlement presented to both
groups by an outside body (such as a committee of the legislatureinally, there may simply be no
contract. A no contract result usually means that the employees will-work under the same conditions
which existed for the previous year or that they will have to accept whatever conditions are given by
the management.

Because of the strong effect of enabling legilation on the terms of the contract, it is very.
difficult to suggest a list of important items most frequently found'in contracts. Even so, the
fallowing section makes anatternpt to describe typical negotiated items. They will be more or less
applicable to the various states depending on the type of enabling legislation and, just as important,
on which topics are held to be mandatory, permissible or prohibited in the legislation. In general, the
specific results of the negOtiations will depend on the relative priorities of the bargaining agent and
the management. Both sides have their lists of Musts and must nots in negotiation: Both sides will
have their high and low priority items'.

Considering the ca ions cited above, the following are some of the typical items to be found in a
collective bargaining ag ment in higher education:

Exclusivity. This-makes the certified bargaining agent.the only representative of the unit throughout
the length of the contract. This prevents a constant series of challenges by other potential agents and
helps prevent end-runs by members of the unit who are dissatisfied with their representation. This
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clause also helps push a union toward settlement in the next series of negotiationS as, usually, a
challenge by other agents would be permissible only at the expiration of the contract.

Open Personnel Files. A personnel file is the file of information about an individual on the basis of
° which personnel actions (prornotiOn, termination, etc.) are taken. There is one personnel file for each

employee. This item in the contract states that the employee has the right to wad his-/laerbwri file. In
some cases, it may also state that they have the right to challenge What they believe to be incorrect
information contained irrthe file or to place in it any statement they wish challenging anything they
believe incorrect.

Length. Most contracts extend for one year but some are for longer periods of time. Some multi-year
'contracts have openers for the second and/or following years on specific items such as wage's (but
not for other areas). Management,usually prefers as long a time period as possible to allow for long-
term planning and stability.

Financial. Ali contracts contain information on compensation. Some multi-year contracts may have a
. provision where the compeMation leverisset for the first year, and the following years are bargained
for, in the future. It is perhaps a fair generalization to say that most bargaining agents push for.
compensation levels based on a hon.-meritorious basis. That is to say, most agents prefer to have a,
fixed salaty schedule (-based on rank, years of service, etc.) or a fixed percentage of increase. rather
than an increase based on merit. They argue that they are not opposed to merit itself but justto the
arbitrary way in which merit decisions are usually made (by management). The Icing term influence
of this practice on excellence is debatable.

Dues Check-off. This is a simple; but for the union, extremely important, bookkeeping device
. whereby union members have their dues withheld from their check and the funds turned over to the

union. Absence of this mechanism significantly reduces union income.

Meet and Confer. Many contracts contain whet is called a meet ano\ conferprovision. This provides
for periodic meetings between the union president and the college president to discuss problems of
mutual concern. Another-meaning of this term is that it is a type of enabling legislation which
provides for a weaker form of bargaining between employeeS and employers (the employer doesnot,
have to agree to .a contract).

'Grievance Mechanisms. Nearly all contracts contain a section concerned with the procedures to be
used when an employee charges that the contract has beery violated. Such a charge is termed a
grievance, and a grievance mechanism is the set of procedures which are to be used to determine
whethet or not the charge is valid. There are many misconceptions about grievanCes. Perhaps the
major misunderstanding is that there is necessarily anything wrong about filing a grievance,. The
real purpose of most grievances (excluding harassment, etc.) is to further clarify the meaning of the
contract. This is necessary inasmuch as any contract lariguage cannot be specific ehough to cover al
potential questions and problems.. Another misconception is that any and all.complaints will result
in grievances. Most unions retain forthemselves (obviously for some officers or executive -
committee) the decision of whether or not to accept a grievance of a faculty member. This is
necessary fora number of reasons. First, many faculty members do not understand the terms of the
negotiated contract and think that many things are grievable when they are not. Second, it is
important to tfie union- that it accepts and agrees to pursue grievantes where there is a reasonable
chance of success (for political reasons). Finally, grievances should be reasonably important if they
have to be followed to the end of the grievance mechanisms (because of the cost involved in such an
effort). Most. contracts insist that charges of contractual violations can be addressed only through the
union grievance mechanism.
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A serious, but unintended result of the presence of a grievance mechanism may be a failure to
use other channels for resolving complaints. The introduction of collective,bargaining on a campusr
may resultin a tendency.t6 have all conflicts resolved through the grievance procedures. This is a
very unfortunate development since much of the conflict present on a given campus has little to do
with the usual terms and conditions of employmegt which are elaborated in a contract. Both the .

union'and the management should takecare to be certain that other channels for resolving conflict
are -not eliminated.

Finally, it is impOrtant to real4e that the grievance mechanism, particularly in the area of
r-irs6nnel actions,- may frequently not be ota nature that the faculty expect. The general faculty
expectation is that if the administration would just follow the recommendations of the faculty there
would be no need for a grievance mechanism in the area of personnel actions. This simply does not
seem to be the way it turns out in practice. At the City University of New York, for example, the
majority of the personnel grievances against the college presidents resulted from failures to reverse
faculty recommendations. This is not to suggest, of course, that the faculty recommendations were
always correct or that some of them should not have been reversed. It does, however, put the use of
personnel action grievances in a better perspective. In short, the faculty should understand that
grievance procedures in personnel actions can, and are, used in an attempt to thwarl the wishes of
the faculty as well as to support faculty wishes. -

Personnel Items. Contracts may contain sections on appointments, promotions, dismissals, and
retrenchment procedures. Only a few years ago, the primary emphasis in higher-education
agreements focused on the question of financial rewards. Because of the multitude of pressures on
higher education, basic emphasis has shifted to a primary concern for job security. If a faculty mem-
her feels that the contract has been violated for this reason, he/she may file a grievance asking
for redress. It is important to note that the complaint niay be based on tirely procedureal grounds or
it may be based on substance (i.e., an incorrector unjust decision). Whether grievances may be
based on procedure or substance (or both) will depend on the enabling legislation, the negotiated
agreement, or on labor board rulings. The general union position is thatgrievances should be
reviewed on substance to promote justice (and to hold administrators accountable for their actions).
Administrators, in general,-are opposed to allowing personnel action grie-vances which are based on
matters of substance. They argue that this would remove the decision authority from those who must
bear the responsibility. In some cases, grievances may be settled by outside parties. This, adminis-
trators argue, removes the authority for de_kicling who shall be on the faculty to a person or group of
persons outside of the academy.

Classroom Related Items. If allowable under the legislation and if of high enough priority in negotia-
tions, a number of items directly related to classroom instruction may appear in the contract.
Perhaps the most frequent occurrences are specifications as to class size and/or teaching load. Some/-1
contracts have a very elaborate system of determining teaching load. Others are less specific. It
should not be assumed that faculty representatives will always negotiate for smaller riles. In .

general, of course, this will be the bargaining agent's position. On the other hand, when an increaseL.
in productivity is needed to finance the requested pay package, the union position on class size may
be considerably modified. Possible implications regarding the quality of instruction and similar items
should be obvious.'

Management Rights and Past Practices. Mahagement rights and past practices are two separate
items, although they frequently appear ..in the same contract. A management rights.clause holds that
anything not coyered.in the contract which has been a traditional management right (responsibility of '-
the board of trustees) shall remain so. Obviously, this is a very, high priority item for inclusion in the
contract by management and an almost equally high priority for exclusion by the union. A past
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practice_ clause indicates that except for items included in the contract, the past practices of the
75 institution shall prevail. Frequently, tKe past practices clause is used to cover continued faculty

participation in governance activity on the campus. Clearly, this will be a high priority item for
inclusion by'the union. Management is less enthusiastic about inclusion of a past practices clause
because it may tend to restrict their freedom to manage. Indeed, management would often like to
insert a zipper clause info the agreement -whiCh is the opposite of a past practices Clause. The zipper
clguse seals the contract and simply states thatsall Of the terms and conditions of employment-are
contained in the contractand anything not included in the contact is a management right. Needless.
to say, unions are not pleased with zipper clauses.

ig

In practice, both a past practices and a management rights clause areireCwently put into the
contract on a trade-off baSis. This gives both sides at least one half of their objectives. Of course, this
only postpones.the problems. If, for example, teaching load is not covered in the' contract,
management may feel it necessary.taincrease the teaching load from nine to twelve semester hours.
They will do this under the management rights clause of the contract. From the union point of view,
this will be seen as a change in the past practices of the institution and they will art the seyance

machinery in motion in an attempt to reverse any such action.

A new factor:which will be felt in future contract negotiations is the presence of bird parties at
the table..Several states (e.g.Oregon, Maine) have passed legislation giving stud nts some form of
participation in collective bargaining in highemeducation. Very little is yet known about what effects
will result because of the presenceof students.at negotiations. In mock negotiations,? students .
sometimes Side with the faculty (on the need for a cost of living increase in salary, for example) and
with the administration at other times (on the need to keep the tuition as low as possible). While

.many commentators feel that students simply do not have the long-term interest in the topic under .

consideration in order to be involved, their power, if.ever really organized, is potentially massive.
There is no reason why other parties (such as representatives of the community) might not also be
granted some status at the bargaining table.

ADMINISTRATION OF A CONTRACT

After a contract has been accepted by both parties, it is the responsibility of the partieS to live by
it It is also the responsibility of both partieS to Make the contract work. In some cases, there may be
constant turmoil. While generalizations are difficult, some obvious sources of conflict may be listed.

Two rrojor difficulties in implementing the contract are the incomplete knowledge of the actual
meaning of the negotiated contract by the faculty and the unwillingness of administrators to accept
the realities of collective bargaining. The lack of content knowledge by unit members is sometimes a
function of the unwillingness of union leadership to clearly explain in detail the implications of
the various items in the contract. Union.leaders are very much aware of the frequent gross disparity
between election promisesand the actual co.ntractualresults. Frequently; this leaves the...
management in the peculiar position of having to explain the contract to the union membership.
Perhaps there is a desire that the message Will be confused with the messenge4Sorne cases. But,
one has to sympathize with the union.leader. The union leader is frequently i .re-difficult position of
having worked very hard at the bargaining table to obtain a settlement. He/she returns to his/her
constituency with the.coritract and is greeted not with praise for efforts expended but with remarks
like Is that all we get!?", "You had to give up what!?", etc. Difficulties with accepting reality exist
on the managerial sidebf the table as well. Some administrators simply are 'Unable to adjust.to an
altered role under collective bargaining. Perhaps, this is a more serious problem for thoie adminis-
trators with many years of,experience under non union conditions. Some never adjust and move to an
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institution without t)e pressures of collective bargaining, while others soon learn what they can do
and what they cannot do. o.

Another source of potential difficulty is the r the faculty senate. Prior to collective bar-
gaining, it'has been the faculty senate (or some pa Of:ttie,senate) that has served as the mechanism
for faculty participation in governaice on campus. Under collective bargaining,-many of the previous
senatelunctions have become the domain of the unit represer4tiye. (This is alsb one of th-e
meanings of the exclusivity clause in a contract.iUnions have aiendency to wish to spreaci.thir
influence sothat nearly all questions come under the bargaining process (again, of course,
depending on the limits of the enabling legislation). There have been some attempts at model legis-
lation8 to separate the union and the senate, but many critics feel that this does not work in actual
practice. One recent study9 suggests that the survival of the faculty senate role will depend largely
on whether or not the senate has had a strong role before?collective bargaining.

Another source of conflict may sometimes be found in competing bargaining agents. If a rival
union is to eventually take over as the agent for the unit it must first, in some form or other, discredit
the present agent in the eyes of the unit members. This is made easy in some ways because of the
nature of colleCtive bargaining negotiations. A negotiated contract is the result of give and take
between two parties. A rival union need only emphasize'those parts of she contract where
management has won.its points and then claim that it could have done.mtich better.

Perhaps some of the difficulties in negotiation and contract administration in higher education
are simply due to the newness of collective bargaining in this area. It may well be that if higher
ducation continues down the path of collective bargaining, it will have to through a stage of

heig ened conflict before a more harmonious arrangement is reached. This seems to have been the
history of many industrial and trade unions. The two parties in higher education have not yet reached
the stage of finding and emphasizing obvious and important areas of mutual interest. Some hope is
seen in the example of the settlement reached in the Pennsylvania State College System. Under this
settlement, a wage and salary adjustment due the faculty was denied by theFederalCost of Living
Council. The-two parties10 agreed to establish a jointly administered trust fund 'to provide for
activities to enhance.the quality of teaching, to strengthen educational programs, and to extend
services to the communities of the state colleges and university of the Commonwealth . . ." Many of
the specific activities described would be termed faculty or professional development.

CHALLENGES AND DECERTIFICATION

ust as the various states have developed complicated procedures to certify a bargaining agent
for a particular unit, there are other procedures (called decertification) to remove a bargaining agent.
Usually, challenges can be made only after the expiration of a contract. One possible challenge world
result in having no agent. While this is certainly possible, the record is rather clear in suggesting
that decertification of one agent and changing to a no agerkt classification is rare indeed. At the
present time, only one decertification has occurred in high-vr education.11 This certainly suggests
that one should not enter collective bargaining with the idethat if it does not work out the plan can
easily be dropped.

- Some union leaders have complained about the difficulties they have faced in becoming a
certified agent for a higher education faculty. They imply-that many administrators have attempted
every legal block possible to deny or delay collective bargaining. This may well be true in some
cases. At the same time, some administrators now complain that it is nearly impossible to obtain
decertification because of union legal maneuvers to block any such action.
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FINAL OBSERVATIONS
Collective bargaining in higher education is.clearly a most complex process. The effect of

collective bargaining will interact witha large number of baCkground factors that vary from
institution to institution. The popular game of trying to decide who wins and who loses under
collective bargaining is really unanswerable in tV abstract. In some cases((, the faculty senate will
lose power and in other cases the administration. Students may lose powel- and influence under
collective bargaining at one school while they may gain power at another. In short, collective
bargaining will influence the mode of interaction rather than affect the outcomes.

Administrators and faculty should give most careful consideration to the potential influence of
collective.bargaining-for their institutions. Generalizations,too freely drawn from the experiences of
other institutions are misleading. The nature of the enabling legislation is the most significant
element. From begOning to endenabling legislation plays a key role iri-Me'nature and form of
collective bargaining in higher education. s$

TECHNICAL NOTES

1. Mimeographed material supplied by Professor Joseph W. Garbarino, Director,
Institute of Business and Economic Research, UniverAity ofCalifornia, Berkeley.

2. Collective bargaining can occur without legislation because of a comrnon agree

between the two parties or because of a 'court rule.

3. One important difference between public and private institutions is the right to
strike in private institutions. In public institutions, enabling legislation will deter-

mine whether or not the strike may be utilized.

4. Garbarino, J .W. Faculty Bargaining. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975 (See especially

Chapter 1).

5. In reality, usually more than one union will appear before the, labor board on a ques-

tion of unit determination.

6 The case history of the reactions of the administration at Michigan State University
to a collective bargaining election is an example of an.exception to this generaliza-

tion.

7. Personal experience Of the author,

8. Perhaps the best known example is fou d in the "Report of the Regents Task Force

on University Governance.and Collectiv Bargaining" by Lavine, J .M. and Lemon,
W.L. of the University of Wisconsin Sy tem (March, 1975).

9. Kemerer, F.R. and Baldridge, J .V. Unions on campus. San Francisco: Jcisse -Bass,

1975.

10. Technically, the Pennsylvania State College Educational Services Tiust was formed
in 1975 as a result of an agreement between the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
and the Association of Pennsylvania State Colleges and University Faculties.

11. On May 5:1976, New EnglandCollege voted 32 to 31 to decertify.
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